
Toilet Surround Mat

Ultra low profile is suitable for use with a 
mobile shower commode

Extended design provides greater 
coverage around toilet and under feet

Provides a safe and secure surface in 
the event of spills and messes

Designed for use on tiled, timber or lino 
surfaces

Crush-resistant pile traps dirt and 
extends performance life

Non-slip nitrile rubber backing reduces 
the chance of slips and falls

Easy to sweep and vaccum

Anti-trip edging ensures mat remains 
flat at all times

Fully machine washable; can be  
tumble dried on low

1 year Warranty
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Dove Grey
RM-7466-GY

Beige
RM-7466-BE

The BetterLiving Toilet Surround Mat provides 

extended underfoot coverage around the toilet 

for a soft, warm and secure surface underfoot. 

Its universal design ensures it fits around most 

toilets available. A great solution to reduce the 

risk of falls within the bathroom environment.



Toilet Surround Mat
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Ideal for falls prevention in the 

bathroom

The BetterLiving Toilet Surround Mat is 
designed to reduce the risk of slips and falls 
in the bathroom. The design provides extended 
under foot coverage and is a soft and warm 
surface under foot, its universal design fits 
around most toilets and an ultra low profile 
allows it to be left in place when using a mobile 
commode.

Indoor Rubber Backed Mat is 

made from tufted nylon with a 

nitrile rubber backing

The solution-dyed nylon resists fading and 
bleaching, while the crush-resistant pile traps 
dirt and extends the performance life of the 
mat. The backing is skid-resistant and resists 
oil and grease. The mat works well on all tiled, 
timber or lino surfaces and features an anti-trip 
low profile border to ensure the mat lies flat 
and reduces the risk of falls. Easily cleaned 
by sweeping or vacuuming, the mats are 
machine washable and can be tumble dried 
for  improved hygiene.
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740 x 660 mm

300 mm width opening

Find out more  

about the  

BetterLiving Toilet 

Surround Mats

https://novis.com.au/products/betterliving-toilet-surround-mat?variant=32619235934268

